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Abstract: Membrane structure changes of animal RBCs
due to low-intensity transient electromagnetic pulses was
studied by using a gigahertz transverse electromagneticwsve cell GTEM CELL). After iruadiation, pores on
membrane were observed by electron scanning microscope.

INTRODUCTION

sampli

High-intensity electric pulses can lead to a temporary
loss of semipermeability of cell membrane and pores on the
membrane (electroporation). Many investigators have

focused

on using single or several electric pulses of
in kV/cm and of duration in several prs to ms |,2).

intensity
Up to now, few investigators, such as T. Tsong, had studied
the related bioeffects due to low-intensity electric field [3].
He performed gene transfection by applying low-frequency
electric field of intensity 50 to 200 V/cm to E. coli cell.

Based on the study

of bioeffects of

electromagnetic

pulses [4], electric pulses of a peak intensity of 20 V/cm
were used to radiate animal erythrocytes. Since both the
duration and the rising time of each pulse were short, it was

called transient electromagnetic pulses (TEMP). After
irradiation, pores on membrane were observed by an
electron scanning microscope.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

An MFD-l nanosecond pulses generator was used in
experimental system. It was able to generate TEMP with
width from 2 to 100 nanosecond at a various repeat
frequency with an amplitude up to 200 V (TEMPs of 187 V
in amplitude at a repeat frequency of 300 Hz with 100 ns
duration were used in the experiments). A GTEM Cell was
used to simulate the free space radiation condition [4,5]. In
the experimental system (Figure l), a thermal control
device was added to keep the temperature inside the GTEM
Cell at 37 centigrade.
l0 ml mixture of chick blood and Alsever's liquid was
rinsed three times by D-Hanks and once by isotonic lowconductivity liquid. After detaching, chick erythrocytes was
diluted, and divided into six groups. All groups except the
control group were put into the GTEM Cell to accept
irradiation for 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 minutes separately.
After inadiation, 0.5 ml lo/o glutaraldehyde was added and

it was supported by Formvar. Then glutaraldehyde-osmic

Figure l: Experimental system (Biological samples were
put at the center of the GTEM Cell. The electric intensity
was about to 20 Y lcm when the input TEMP is 187 V)

four concentration grades dewatering was performed.
Following the dioxide critical point drying and gold plating,
an electron scanning microscope was used to observe chick
erythrocyte membrane.
On the other hand. rabbit blood and chick blood were
mixed with Alsever's liquid, and followed the same process
to the above. Then each group except the control group was
inadiated for 20, 40, 60,80 and 100 minutes separately.
After irradiation, 1460 medium was added to culture them
for 120 minutes and dyed with Giemsa for l0 minutes.
Then a light microscope was used to observe the cells.
From cell's size and with or without nucleus it was easy to
distinguish chick erythrocyte from rabbit's.
RESULTS
Pores on the erythrocyte membrane can be observed
directly by an electron scanning microscope. The ratio of
pores was greater than 2Yo with diameter from 20 to 500

nm. There was no obviously relation between
was the photos

of

pores on membrane from electron

scanning microscope. While in the control group, no pore
was found.

Compared to the pores on membrane, the ratio of cell
fusion was low. It was less than 5%o. The erythrocyte cells
fusion in chick-chick. rabbit-rabbit and chick-rabbit all can
be observed. Fig. 3 was one photo that illustrated the
erythrocyte fusion between chick and rabbit.

acid was used for cell fixing, and acetone-isoamyl acetate
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irradiation duration and the pore ratio. The peak value with
the ratio up near to 30Ä can be got at 100 minutes. Figure 2
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The larger the pore was, the less energy needed for an ion

to cross the membrane. While the micro-pores were

large

enough, many small molecules and ions can cross the
membrane to enter cell by osmotic pressure. Thus leaded to
cell swelling, and made the micro-pores larger until a pore
was presented and cytoplasm was blowing outside to
balance the osmotic pressure.

Since the low-intensity electric field was used, almost
all cells were able to survive. It means this electric field is
safe to cells and can be applied to biomedical engineering
techniques. For example, it is useful in gene transfection
and/or can be used to increase the drug uptake by cells. In
the on-going experiment, we find that these low-intensity
electric pulses can increase the toxicity of anticancer drug

Figure 2: Pores on chick erythrocyte membrane
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to cancer cells.
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3: Cell fusion (Left: between chick and rabbit

erythrocyte; Right: between two rabbit erythrocytes)
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At this point, the mechanism of pores formation between

low-intensity and high-intensity electric

field is

quite

different.

On the cell membrane many transient pores generated
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Weave, the increase of transmembrane potential can
enlarge the small pores on membrane. Under the repeat
action of pulses, the micro-pores became larger and larger.
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